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RE: G-MW Water  Plan – Draft ESC Decision 

 

  

Dear Dr Ben-David,  

 

I would like to express my disappointment with the Essential Services Commission (ESC) 

not to support a move to uniform pricing across the six irrigation districts in the Goulburn and 

Murray Irrigation District.  

 

I am a cropping farmer in the Shepparton Irrigation District. We grow wheat, canola, oats and 

barley on our 4000acres.   We are also looking into growing medicinal cannabis, just waiting 

for legislation to go through Victorian Parliament. Competitive water pricing is vital to our 

business.  

 

The ESC has argued that it will not support uniform pricing based on the ‘user pays principle’ 

developed by the ACCC. 

 

However, the ACCC also acknowledge that applying the user pays principle is far more 

complex when legacy issues exist. 

 

I believe there are a number of legacy issues that exist in the Shepparton District that have 

not been adequately considered by the ESC.  

 

GMW commissioned Deloitte Access Economics to examine irrigation boundaries and the 

impact on prices.  It found that when irrigation boundaries were determined in the 1990's, the 

Broken Creek, despite being supplied from the Goulburn was made part of the Murray Valley 

Irrigation District rather than Shepparton. If the Broken Creek was part of the Shepparton 

District, Shepparton's prices today would be $532 less.   

 

The $2 billion irrigation upgrade will see the establishment of a new irrigation backbone with 

a standardised level of service, therefore the move to uniform prices by 2020 when the 

project is complete makes sense.  

 

  



However, Shepparton will not receive any of the $2 billion, our modernisation works are 

complete and totalled around $100million- a long way shy of the $400 million that each of 

the other 5 districts will receive.    

 

 

Unfortunately, the modernisation of Shepparton did not see any rationalisation of assets that 

will occurs in other districts.  Shepparton irrigators should not be punished by Government 

decisions of the past.  

 

 

I support the move to uniform pricing and hope the ESC will reconsider their decision.  

 

  

 

Yours sincerely 

 

Leanne Rovers.  (E & L Rovers Pty Ltd). 


